Fluctuations and particle transport in the scrape-off layer of TCV plasmas have been investigated by probe measurements and direct comparison with two-dimensional interchange turbulence simulations at the outer midplane. The experiments demonstrate that with increasing line-averaged core plasma density, the radial particle density profile scale length becomes broader. The particle and radial flux density statistics in the far scrape-off layer exhibit a high degree of statistical similarity with respect to changes in the line-averaged density. The plasma flux onto the main chamber wall at the outer midplane scales linearly with the local particle density, suggesting that the particle flux here can be parameterized in terms of an effective convection velocity. Experimental probe measurements also provide evidence for significant parallel flows in the scrape-off layer caused by ballooning in the transport of particles and heat into the scrape-off layer. The magnitude of this flow estimated from pressure fluctuation statistics is found to compare favourably with the measured flow offset derived by averaging data obtained from flow profiles observed in matched forward and reversed field discharges. An interchange turbulence simulation has been performed for a single, relatively high density case, where comparison between code and experiment has been possible. Good agreement is found for almost all aspects of the experimental measurements, indicating that plasma fluctuations and transport in TCV scrape-off layer plasmas are dominated by radial motion of filamentary structures.
Introduction and overview
Transport of particles and heat by collective motions at the boundary of magnetically confined plasmas is an important problem in controlled thermonuclear fusion research [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Measurements in the scrape-off layer (SOL) of several divertor tokamak experiments have demonstrated a broadening of the radial plasma density profile with increasing line-averaged core plasma particle density,n e [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . As a consequence, plasma particle fluxes may extend to far greater distances in the SOL than expected on the basis of simple particle balance models invoking perpendicular diffusion alone, in which fast parallel transport is expected to deposit the majority of particles and heat leaving the confined plasma in the divertor regions. In turn this may lead to a significant fraction of the core particle outflux recycling predominantly on the main chamber walls, rather than in the divertor volume as intended [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . As the line-averaged plasma density is further increased, the plasma is unstable to a major disruption believed to be caused by radial convective heat transport [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
In all confinement regimes, the SOL plasma is characterized by fluctuation levels of order unity with asymmetric conditional waveforms and skewed and flattened probability distribution functions (PDFs) [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . Fast camera imaging has revealed the presence of localized structures propagating radially outwards in the SOL [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . There is also increasing evidence for the existence of a significant parallel flow component which is driven by ballooning in the radial turbulence driven transport and thus directed from the outboard midplane region towards the divertor 0029-5515/07/070667+10$30.00 © 2007 IAEA, Vienna Printed in the UK targets [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . Unlike many of the parallel flows related to particle drifts, which do not necessarily lead to net mass transport, this transport-driven flow component may influence particle migration around the machine and is thus an important ingredient to understand with regard to its potential influence on tritium retention in the next generation fusion experiments [37] .
This contribution presents an analysis of probe measurements from the outboard midplane region of ohmically heated TCV discharges with varyingn e . The scale length of the radial particle density profile in the far-SOL will be shown to increase with increasingn e . At the highest densities, the profile broadens to encompass the entire SOL characterized by a single scale length. In this region with broad profiles the particle density and fluctuation-induced flux density fluctuations exhibit a high degree of statistical similarity. The radial variation of the relative fluctuation level, skewness and flatness of the particle density fluctuations are the same for alln e , increasing radially outwards. Moreover, both particle and flux density PDFs are found to be universal in shape at the SOL-main chamber interface, with positive skewness and flatness moments [38] [39] [40] [41] .
The time-averaged values of the particle and radial flux densities at the wall radius are both found to increase quadratically with the line-averaged plasma density. As a consequence, the turbulence driven particle flux in the wall region can be parametrized in terms of an effective convection velocity, although there does not seem to be any simple flux parameterization valid at all radial positions in the SOL and for all values ofn e . Results will also be presented from measurements of time-averaged parallel flows in the SOL of TCV, revealing a significant transport-driven flow component when flow profiles from matched forward and reversed magnetic field directions are averaged. A simple estimate of this flow offset in the SOL from pressure fluctuation statistics is here shown to be in good agreement with the measurements.
The experimental measurements are compared with a twodimensional interchange turbulence simulation, employing a simple description of open and closed field line regions. The simulation reveals that plasma transport in the SOL is dominated by radial motion of filamentary structures, which appear as blobs in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field. This is shown to result in broad plasma profiles, large relative fluctuation levels, asymmetric wave forms, skewed and flattened PDFs, and significant transportdriven parallel flows when estimated from pressure fluctuation statistics. Based on the good agreement between the turbulence simulation and experimental measurements across a range of fluctuation statistics, it is concluded that interchange motions are the salient mechanism underlying the collective dynamics observed in the TCV SOL and by inference in the same region of other tokamaks. This paper is organized as follows. The following section presents a brief overview of the theory for interchange motions of filamentary plasma structures. In section 3 a description of the experimental configuration and probe measurements is given, and in section 4 results are presented from density scan experiments with focus on the radial plasma profiles and fluctuation statistics. An analysis of the fluctuationinduced particle flux is given in section 5, concentrating on flux parameterization and transport scaling. Transport-driven parallel flows are the subject of section 6. Finally, a discussion of the results and conclusions which may be drawn from them are given in section 7. Throughout the paper, experimental results will be compared, where possible, with the same quantities extracted from the turbulence simulation.
Interchange motions
Due to the absence of closed magnetic surfaces but strong B-field curvature and gradient, interchange motions have long been suspected as the the cause of collective dynamics and anomalous transport in the SOL of magnetically confined plasmas [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . Non-uniformity of the magnetic field gives rise to charge-dependent magnetic guiding center drifts, and thus a net electric current density which may be written [47] 
where b is the unit vector along the magnetic field and P is the total plasma pressure. This cross-field current gives rise to charge polarization,
provided there are pressure gradients perpendicular to both the magnetic field and its direction of curvature or inhomogeneity. This charge polarization mechanism leads to radial motion of filamentary plasma structures via the electric drift, V E = b × ∇φ/B, where φ is the electrostatic potential [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] .
Another important contribution to the electric charge continuity equation is the current due to plasma inertia,
generally known as the polarization current, where ρ is the plasma mass density. The divergence of the polarization current density yields the rate of change of the electric drift vorticity = b · ∇ × V E . These currents may be balanced by an additional current along the magnetic field due to parallel particle motions, J . In the absence of viscous stresses, the electric charge continuity equation for a quasi-neutral plasma is to lowest order given by
describing the balance of polarization, magnetic and parallel electric currents, respectively. In the presence of a blob-like structure with size , the left hand side of the above equation predicts an inertial velocity scaling for the plasma filament given by [52, 53] 
where R is the magnetic field radius of curvature. For ≈ 1 cm and R ≈ 1 m this yields a radial velocity of the order of one-tenth of the acoustic speed C s . Numerical simulations of the dynamical evolution of isolated blob-like structures have demonstrated rapid acceleration and radial motion over a distance many times the initial structure size. This fast radial motion is accompanied by the development of a steep front and a trailing wake, in agreement with experimental observations [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] . A two-dimensional interchange turbulence model, employing a simple description of the open and closed field line regions, has been formulated and implemented in order to describe the collective dynamics in SOL plasmas [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] . This model utilizes linear damping terms for all dependent variables as a simple parameterization of the parallel transport of particles, vorticity and heat in the open field line region. The radial localization of this SOL in the simulation domain allows the plasma fluctuations to be driven primarily in the edge region. Numerical simulations using this so-called ESEL interchange turbulence code reveal intermittent eruptions of plasma into the SOL in the form of blob-like structures as presented in figure 1 . A description of the model equations and the theory based parameter values can be found in [39] , where its predictions were found to agree favourably with electric probe measurements from a high density TCV plasma. Further discussion of the interchange model, and in particular the reason why only the highest TCV density case is simulated, is given in section 7. 
Density scan experiments
This paper will be concerned with experimental results from a set of deuterium fuelled, ohmically heated, single null lower diverted TCV pulses with a plasma current of 340 kA, an axial magnetic field of 1.43 T and varyingn e . The poloidal cross-section of the single null lower magnetic equilibrium is shown in figure 2(a), while the expanded region in figure 2(b) illustrates the radial trajectory of the fast reciprocating Langmuir probe which is used to obtain the fluctuation measurements. In common with [38] [39] [40] [41] , a normalized radial coordinate, ρ, is defined, which takes the values 0 and 1, respectively, at the separatrix and wall intersection points of flux surfaces mapped from the probe location to the outside midplane. For these discharges, the midplane wall-separatrix clearance is approximately 3 cm, corresponding to a normalized radial distance of unity.
The probe enters the plasma poloidally approximately halfway between the plasma midplane and X-point for this configuration, thus benefiting from the increased flux expansion there to improve spatial resolution when quantities are mapped to the midplane. The 5-tip Langmuir probe head measures ion saturation current and floating potential at a sampling rate of 6 MHz. A combination of floating potential measurements from two pins separated poloidally by 1 cm yields the poloidal electric field, which is combined with simultaneous measurements of the local fluctuating particle density (at the mid-point between the two floating pins) to estimate the radial turbulence driven particle flux density. For each reciprocation the fluctuation data time series are divided into sub-records of 5 ms, corresponding roughly to a movement of the probe tips of order the 1.5 mm tip length. Since the diagnostic cannot presently measure local temperature fluctuations, they are assumed to be negligibly small when estimating the local particle density from the ion particle flux. Table 1 lists the TCV pulses considered in the present contribution, their line-averaged densities and the symbols Figure 3 . Radial profile of the particle density normalized to the separatrix value. Note that logarithmic scaling is used for the vertical axis.
used in the subsequent figures unless otherwise stated. It should be noted that pulse 24530 is a density ramp discharge, with the first probe reciprocation at a low density,n e = 4.4 × 10 19 m −3 , and the second at a high density,n e = 11×10 19 m −3 . The latter is close to the density limit for this plasma current and magnetic field configuration. The density ramp experiment was performed with a different probe head compared with that used for the three other pulses in table 1. Due to problems with calibration of the effective probe collecting area, data from this density ramp experiment have been excluded when considering the absolute value of the particle density signal. For a characteristic SOL electron temperature of 20 eV and a parallel connection length L ≈ 15 m, the SOL plasma collisionality, ν * e = L /λ ei , ranges from below 10 to more than 100 in these density scan experiments, where λ ei is the mean free path for electron-ion collisions. The highest density discharge,n e = 11 × 10 19 m −3 , is the most appropriate to the conditions modelled by the ESEL simulation.
Plasma profiles and fluctuations
With increasingn e , the time-averaged, radial SOL particle density profile, presented in figure 3, qualitatively changes shape. At low density, the profile has a strong gradient region in the vicinity of the magnetic separatrix, which extends roughly one e-folding length into the SOL. Here the particle density scale length λ n = −1/(∂ ln n/∂r) increases from 5 mm to 2 cm asn e increases by a factor of two. Radially outside this so-called near-SOL region, the profiles have a significantly larger scale length, which increases in both magnitude and radial extent with increasingn e . In this far-SOL region λ n increases from 3 cm at the lowest to almost 6 cm at the highest density, the latter corresponding to an almost flat profile extending from the wall radius to inside the magnetic separatrix. This broadening of the radial plasma profile with n e has been observed in several other tokamak experiments, and is believed to be the cause of the main chamber recycling regime [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Note that beyond ρ = 1, the particle density gradients are much stronger in all cases due to the strong wall sink. Here, magnetic flux tubes connecting to the probe from the high field side first intersect the outboard wall radius with connection lengths of approximately 2 m. On the other side, field lines connect down to the outer target with connection lengths similar to those in the main SOL. Each probe pin thus samples plasma arriving from both high and low field sides along different connection lengths. The net effect on the density outside the wall radius is thus a combination of the two different sink strengths.
Despite significant changes in the time-averaged particle density profiles with increasingn e , the plasma fluctuations show a remarkable degree of universality. Figure 4 shows rescaled particle density time series at the wall radius, ρ = 1, from the two probe reciprocations of the density ramp TCV pulse number 24530 together with a time series from the ESEL interchange turbulence simulation. These signals clearly have similar features, all three of them characterized by occasional very large fluctuation amplitudes with a steep front and a trailing wake. This bursty nature is even clearer from a conditional average of the particle density time series at the wall radius, presented in figure 5 for all the pulses listed in table 1 together with the interchange turbulence simulation. An amplitude threshold of n −n > 2.5n rms has been used to select conditional sub-records. The average of the conditional signals reveals the same features for alln e , namely a strongly asymmetric waveform of roughly 25 µs duration and an amplitude of nearly four times the root-mean-square value of the full time series. Experimentally, the radial electric drift is estimated at approximately 400 m s −1 . The structure size based on a simple radial transit is thus about 1 cm, in agreement with the structures seen in the numerical simulation, one example of which is presented in figure 1 . Similar estimates have also been reported from other tokamak experiments [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] .
Figures 6-8 present the radial variation of the relative fluctuation level, the skewness and the flatness of the particle skewness and flatness in the region of broad profiles have the same values and radial shapes for alln e , although for the highest moment there is large statistical scatter due to the limited length of the time series. The rescaled PDFs of the normalized particle density fluctuations at the wall radius, (n −n)/n rms , presented in figure 9 , collapse to a common shape for all values ofn e . The distributions are clearly skewed and flattened, with an exponential tail towards large fluctuations. This universality suggests that the mechanism underlying plasma fluctuations in the far-SOL is the same for all values ofn e . Treating the turbulence simulation time series in exactly the same way as the experimental time traces yields excellent agreement with regard to the above described statistical parameters. The broad time-averaged radial particle density profile from the simulation agrees with that from the highest density TCV discharges presented in figure 3 . Figures 6-8 demonstrate how the profiles of relative fluctuation level, skewness and flatness in the SOL are all well described by the numerical simulation. Moreover, the conditionally averaged wave form and the rescaled PDF of the normalized particle density fluctuations presented in figures 5 and 9 are in excellent agreement with the experimental measurements. This favourable comparison strongly indicates that the commonly observed broad plasma profiles, large relative fluctuation levels, asymmetric fluctuation waveforms, and skewed and flattened PDFs in the far-SOL are due to radial interchange motions of plasma filaments. Figure 11 . PDF of the radial particle flux density fluctuations at the wall radius.
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Radial plasma transport
The radial motion of plasma filaments through the SOL clearly has the potential to deposit significant particle fluxes onto the main chamber walls. Figure 10 compiles radial profiles of the fluctuation-induced radial particle flux density, = nṽ r , normalized by the product of the particle density at the separatrix and a characteristic acoustic speed of C s = 45 km s −1 . Hereṽ r is the radial component of the fluctuating electric drift, which in the experiments is estimated from measurements of the floating potential by two probe pins separated poloidally by 1 cm. The associated radial particle flux is the product of this radial velocity and the local ion saturation current fluctuation. The particle flux increases withn e at all radial positions, is roughly constant with ρ at lown e but decreases with radius at the highestn e . In common with the wall particle density, the rescaled PDFs of the normalized radial particle flux at the wall radius, ( −¯ )/ rms , presented in figure 11 , have a universal shape for alln e . This statistical similarity indicates that a common plasma transport mechanism dominates in the far-SOL at all densities.
Fluctuation-induced transport in magnetized plasmas is commonly described in terms of an effective diffusion coefficient, D eff , for the particle flux density, defined by¯ = −D eff ∂n/∂r =nD eff /λ n [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] . The radial variation of D eff estimated from the experimental measurements and the interchange turbulence simulation are presented in figure 12 . The experimental D eff generally show a pronounced peak in the outer part of the SOL, which becomes larger and broader with increasingn e . Due to this significant variation with radial coordinate andn e , the fluctuation-induced particle flux clearly cannot be unambiguously parameterized in terms of an effective diffusivity on the basis of this experimental data. The failure of the diffusion ansatz as a description of experimental measurements, together with the increasing experimental evidence for intermittent SOL transport caused by radial motion of plasma filaments, have motivated the heuristic application of an effective convection velocity, V eff , defined by¯ =nV eff , for parameterization of the particle flux density [5] [6] [7] [8] [62] [63] [64] [65] . Figure 13 demonstrates that V eff also varies significantly over the radial extent of the TCV SOL at low density. At high density, the effective convection velocity is nearly constant over the SOL. It is interesting to note that in the region with broad particle density profiles, the experimental V eff is roughly the same for all densities. The broad particle density profile in the SOL at highn e , demonstrated in figure 3 , leads to large fluxes onto the main chamber wall. In fact, as shown in figure 14 , these TCV experiments show that a factor 2 increase inn e yields a factor 4 increase in the time-averaged particle density at the wall radius. The broken line in this figure corresponds to a fitted power law scaling with exponent 1.8 ± 0.3. Using estimates of the fluctuation-induced particle flux from probe measurements, figure 15 presents a similar scaling of the local particle flux density at the wall radius as function ofn e . The broken line is a fitted power law function, again yielding a scaling exponent of 1.8 ± 0.3. For these ohmically heated TCV discharges, there is thus an intimate link between the turbulence driven wall flux and a main operating parameter, namely the lineaveraged core plasma density. As mentioned in section 3, data from the density ramp experiment is excluded in this analysis due to calibration problems. The quadratic particle flux scaling withn e found here is consistent with previous investigations on several other tokamak experiments, some of which used particle balance in order to estimate the total ion flux arriving at the main chamber walls [66] . The quadratic scalings of particle and flux densities with n e presented in figures 14 and 15 imply a linear relationship between the local SOL particle and flux densities at the wall radius, as demonstrated in figure 16 . This linear relationship in turn suggests that the fluctuation-induced particle flux at the wall radius can be parameterized in terms of an effective convection velocity. A linear fit to the experimental data of the form¯ (ρ = 1) = V eff (ρ = 1)n(ρ = 1), presented by the broken line in figure 16 , yields the convective velocity V eff (ρ = 1) ≈ 72 m s −1 . This is consistent with the clustering of points at the wall radius seen in figure 13 , at least for all but the highest density. The value of the effective convective velocity at the wall radius is evidently related to the radial velocity of filamentary structures. However, it is V eff n − (ρ=1) Figure 16 . Variation of the radial particle flux density with the particle density at the wall radius.
also influenced by the size distribution and frequency of such transient transport events.
Parallel flows
Mach probe measurements in the SOL of tokamaks with lower or upper single null divertor geometry, double null geometry, and both forward and reversed magnetic fields, have found a significant magnetic field direction independent parallel flow component which is directed poloidally away from the outer midplane [32] [33] [34] . One possible explanation for this offset component is a parallel flow driven by radial plasma and heat transport which, due to its ballooning nature, enters the SOL predominantly on the outer midplane. The transient excess plasma pressure caused by the intermittent radial transport at the outboard midplane drains away along field lines, producing a parallel flow towards both the inner and outer divertors in single null geometries. A dimensionless Mach flow profile is defined by M = V /C s , where V is the parallel fluid flow velocity, and with a positive value defined here as a flow directed towards the outer divertor target. A simple estimate of the time-averaged Mach number that would be expected from these transportdriven flows can be obtained from the product of the subsonic value, taken to be approximately 0.5, and the fraction of the time that a significant parallel pressure gradient exists at any radial position, M ≈ 0.5f p>αp [34, 56, 57] . Herē p is defined as the local time-averaged pressure, t is the total duration of the time series, and t (p > αp) is the time during which the local pressure exceeds the time-averaged valuep by the factor α. Thus, f p>αp = t (p > αp)/ t is the fraction of time that this condition is satisfied. The radial variation of the inferred parallel Mach number estimated using this ansatz for α = 1.5 from the experiments listed in table 1 and the turbulence simulation is presented in figure 17 . This figure shows a significant parallel flow whose magnitude is essentially independent ofn e . Once again, the turbulence simulation is in excellent agreement with the experimental data throughout most of the SOL width.
Transport-driven flows have been investigated on TCV by making Mach probe measurements of parallel SOL flows in a series of discharges with identical magnetic equilibrium at various densities for both forward and reversed toroidal field direction [34] . The same single null lower equilibrium is used as for the dedicated turbulence studies described in this paper, and therefore with the probe located 23 cm below the outside midplane. However, a slightly lower plasma current of 260 kA has been chosen to avoid transitions to improved confinement modes, which are easily obtained at higher plasma currents when operating in forward toroidal field. The result is a series of ohmically heated discharge pairs in which plasma conditions are matched as closely as possible, including the SOL profiles of pressure and electric field which are the main components responsible for driving neo-classical drift flows [34] . Figure 18 compiles the averaged radial Mach flow profiles for a range ofn e , given by 1.7, 2.5, 4.2, 6.3 and 7.4 in factors of 10 19 m −3 . It is re-emphasized that the data used in figure 18 are not taken from the same discharges as used for the other figures in this paper, for which the plasma current was greater by 80 kA. The magnitude of the flow offset is in the range 0.025-0.125 in the central part of the SOL and is in the direction towards the outer divertor target. A flow offset in this direction is what would be expected for a probe located below the outboard midplane region if the flow were driven by ballooning in the radial transport of particles and heat into the SOL. This figure shows a significant parallel flow component which is very similar to that estimated from the pressure fluctuation statistics presented in figure 17 for a slightly higher plasma current.
Discussion and conclusions
Due to the presence of ballooning, particles and heat enter the SOL predominantly at the outboard midplane, resulting in parallel pressure gradients in the SOL. For collisionless plasmas, the fast motion of particles along field lines facilitates a regime with plasma filaments being connected to electrostatic sheaths at plasma facing surfaces [48, 49] . The associated sheath currents lead to strong dissipation of plasma fluctuations, and can thus significantly reduce the radial velocity of filamentary structures in the SOL [51, 53] . However, transport of particles and heat along field lines is strongly reduced by particle collisions. Filamentary plasma structures are therefore likely to be effectively disconnected from the sheaths at large plasma collisionality [16, 53] . Due to the diminishing effect of sheath dissipation, there will thus be an increase in the radial velocity of plasma filaments with increasing plasma collisionality [53] . This is consistent with the experimental observations of turbulence driven flux enhancement and broadening of the radial particle density profile withn e reported in sections 4 and 5. The simple parameterization of parallel transport in the ESEL interchange turbulence simulation presented here does not take into account sheath dissipation of the plasma motions [57] [58] [59] [60] . This model is therefore unable to describe any transition from sheath connected to disconnected filamentary structures as the plasma density and thus collisionality is increased. For this reason, only simulation results for the highest density case from TCV have been presented here.
In the SOL of ohmically heated TCV plasmas, the radial particle density profile generally has a two-layer structure, with a strong gradient close to the magnetic separatrix, the so-called near-SOL, and a broader part extending radially out to the wall radius, the so-called far-SOL. Both regions have a nearly exponential profile shape, with a characteristic length which increases withn e . At the highest attainable plasma density, the far-SOL profile extends all the way to the magnetic separatrix. In the region where the profiles are broad, the particle and turbulence driven flux densities exhibit a high degree of statistical similarity. In particular, the radial variation of the relative fluctuation level, skewness and flatness of the particle density fluctuations are the same for alln e in the discharges studied so far. The fluctuations become stronger and increasingly skewed and flattened outwards in the SOL. This reflects an abundance of large-amplitude bursts in the time series whose structure, revealed by conditional averaging, comprises an asymmetric waveform with a steep front and a trailing wake. Moreover, the rescaled PDFs of the normalized particle and radial fluctuation-induced flux densities at the wall radius are self-similar for alln e , with positive skewness and flatness moments.
Most previous theories of turbulence and transport in SOL plasmas have been based on the flux-gradient paradigm, assuming the fluctuations to be driven by local profile gradients [5, [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] 61] . On this basis, effective diffusivities have been extensively used to describe radial transport in the SOL [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [62] [63] [64] [65] . However, the theoretical foundation for turbulent diffusion involves numerous assumptions, including scale-separation of the passively transported quantity and the existence of a small-scale flow field that is both isotropic and homogeneous [67] [68] [69] [70] . None of these conditions are generally satisfied in the tokamak SOL. It is thus not surprising that the effective diffusivity estimated from the experimental measurements displays strong variations with both radial position and line-averaged density, as shown in section 5. For this reason, an effective convective velocity has often been introduced as an alternative parameterization of the turbulence driven plasma transport [5] [6] [7] [8] [62] [63] [64] [65] . Although there does not seem to be any simple flux parameterization which is valid through the whole SOL region and for all plasma densities on TCV, a simple convective ansatz shows more robust features, having roughly the same value in the region of broad profiles. At the wall radius position, there is a linear relationship between the local particle and radial flux densities, implying an effective convective velocity of approximately 72 m s −1 , for all but the highest density ohmically heated TCV plasmas considered here. Both the local particle and flux densities at the wall radius increase quadratically with the line-averaged density, providing a link between a main operating parameter and the turbulence driven wall flux.
A significant transport-driven parallel flow component in the SOL of TCV has been demonstrated by averaging the radial profiles of parallel flow obtained from matched forward and reversed field discharges. Such a flow component has been observed in several other devices and is generally found to be directed from the outer midplane towards the divertor targets. It is thus commonly attributed to ballooning in the radial transport of particles and heat into the SOL. The associated parallel pressure gradients are expected to drive parallel plasma flows directed poloidally away from the outboard midplane. A simple estimate, using pressure fluctuation statistics, of this transport-driven parallel flow component in the TCV SOL is shown here to be in good agreement with experimental measurements. It thus appears that interchange motions due to the unfavourable magnetic curvature at the outboard midplane strongly influences both the radial and parallel transport in the SOL.
Treating the experimental and ESEL simulation time series in the same way reveals excellent agreement in the radial variation of the lowest order statistical moments, temporal correlations, transport-driven parallel flows and the shape of the particle and flux PDFs at the wall radius. The experiments furthermore reveal that in the region with broad radial particle density profiles, the fluctuation statistics remain robust in both magnitude and radial variation with respect to changes inn e . On the basis of this favourable agreement between theory and experimental measurement, and the universality found for the latter, it is concluded that fluctuations and transport in the far-SOL are due to radial interchange motions of filamentary plasma structures.
